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Abstract—This paper presents a approach for developing
semantic based speech coding technique by preserving its
prosodic features. GMM model will be incorporated to
identify the semantic features and prosody of the windowed
speech. LPC analysis will be done parallel. Fussy k–mean
clustering will be done in the extracted features. ANN will be
utilized to identify the best features for encoding. Using such
semantic based coding will considerably reduce the processing
requirements while encoding.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the advancement in communication is
being driving the evolution of networking technologies. Voice
communications is an indispensable part of network
communication. The competitive section of various
compression methods confirms that the majority still adheres
to traditional art practice, related parameters and data
compression on speech signals. Speech to text conversion
system is extensively used in many applications. But its
strength is not widely explored for speech compression
techniques. Even though the performance issues of the
semantics based speech compression is a matter of concern,
this type of coding methods will be highly anticipated for low
bandwidth networks. Emergence of mobile communication
technology has posed new challenges for developing better bit
rate efficient coding standards. The major challenge in usual
speech coding standard is its performance degradation over
time. This major challenge can be addressed by introducing
semantic based speech analysis while encoding.
In realistic environments, there exist more complicated
application scenarios, such as bandwidth degrading
communication networks, which may lead to poor quality to
voice communication. This paper proposes scalable semantic
based speech coding technique wherein, the decoding will be
done with the help of fuzzy system and ANN. The objective
evaluation of the results shows that, the proposed technique
provides high robustness against packet loss and also achieves
a better performance while doing voice communication in
poor bandwidth.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
various existing speech coding techniques. Section III

describes the proposed encoding and decoding algorithms.
Finally, Section IV concludes the paper.
II. EXISTING SPEECH CODING TECHNIQUES
Due to biological constraints, a compression scheme is
required to adjust the wide dynamic range (DR) of input
signals to a desirable level [1] .Real-time speech coding for
VoIP is no mean milestone for an modern speech coding
technique. Particularly when almost all speech coders many
speech coders use a model of a vocal tract, and chose
parameters of the model to best match the signal. In the recent
years, speech coders categorized the coding method to falls
under two categories namely narrow band and wide band
speech coding. So there was an array of established names of
coding like G.723.1, G.726, G.728, G.729, iLB etc. though it
lacked the expectation of high definition video conferencing
systems.
Speech compression came by way of some fine works.
Like the Internet Low Bitrate Codec (iLBC) with its handling
of lost frames through graceful speech quality degradation.
When it was introduced in the year 2004, people thought “Is
this coding waiting to create speech’s essence by scripting its
existence?”. Lost frames often occur in connection with lost or
delayed IP packets. Ordinary low-bitrate codecs exploit
dependencies between speech frames, which cause errors to
propagate when packets are lost or delayed. In contrast, iLBCencoded speech frames are independent and so this problem
will not occur.. But the disadvantage of iLBc is that it does not
have the adoption rate .As unsettling as the adoption rate in
iLBc, we have its competitor, G.729. As though G.729 been
assembled as a spiteful joke of Speech quality decrease by
marginally, it is been well accepted
G.711 is a Pulse code modulation (PCM) of voice
frequencies on a 64 kbps channel. G.711 uses a sampling rate
of 8,000 samples per second. Non-uniform quantization with 8
bits is used to represent each sample, resulting in a 64 kbit/s
bit rate. There are two types of standard compression
algorithms are used here. (1) µ-law algorithm (2) A-law
algorithm. What takes attention here is that G.11 is designed
to deliver precise transmission of speech. At implementation
sideG.711 frayed Very low processing overheads, although it
give poor network efficiency as grave as it's edgy. However,
G.711.1 is an extension version of G.711 is more taken up
with addition of narrowband and/or wideband (16000
samples/s) enhancements, which leading to data rates of 64, 80
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or 96 kbit/s. G.711.1 's embedded bit stream structured in
three layers corresponding to three available bit rates: 64, 80
and 96 kbit/s with its adaptive bit allocation for enhancing the
quality of the base layer in the lower band and weighted vector
quantization coding of the higher band based on modified
discrete cosine transformation (MDCT) that run and turn
sharply are striking, too.
G.711.1 was as dynamic and unexpected as ever but
G.722, with just a subtle deviation - Technology of the codec
is based on split band ADPCM- turns coding’s robustness
head into a remarkable work. G.722 is delightfully, It is useful
in fixed network voice over IP applications, where the
required bandwidth is typically not prohibitive, while it offers
a significant improvement in speech quality over older
narrowband codecs such as G.711. G.722.1is an extension
version of G.722 is a transform-based compressor that is
optimized for both speech and music. The computational
complexity is quite low and the algorithmic delay end-to-end
is 40 ms. G.722.2 is also referred as AMR-WB. It is a speech
coding standard developed after the AMR using same
technology like ACELP. G.722.1 and G.722.2 stand out in
their uncluttered arena of speech coding.
Compression of a high order comes from G.723.1. There's
technical finesse in G.723.1, while much effective in the audio
portion of videoconferencing/telephony over public telephone
(POTS).. but it suffers lower quality than many other codecs at
similar data rates. G.723.1 seems to float across in layers,
overlapping, coalescing, drifting apart and fading.
G.723.1 was also as dynamic and unexpected as ever but
G.726, with voice at rates of 16, 24, 32, and 40 kbit/s.G.721
and G.723 had been folded into G.726 turns coding’s
robustness even better. G.723.1 is delightfully, 32 Kbits which
is half the rate of G.711 codec and hence increasing the usable
network capacity by 100%, while it offers a significant
improvement in speech quality over older narrowband codecs
such as G.723.1.. The computational complexity here also is
quite low and the algorithmic delay end-to-end around 40 ms.
The competitive section of various compression methods
confirms that the majority still adhere to traditional art
practice, related parameters and data compression on speech
signals, perhaps because of the categories laid down by the
gallery of traditional compression methods. Another
interesting trend is of Adaptive Dynamic Range Compression.
Here, dynamic nonlinear time-variant operator, such as a
dynamic range compressor, can be inverted using an explicit
signal model. By knowing the model parameters that were
used for compression one is able to recover the original
uncompressed signal from a “broadcast” signal with high
numerical accuracy and very low computational complexity
[2].
But the winners in compression mechanism in this study
is , G.729 and iLBc, proves how real time speech coding can
be in his understated yet sinister allegory about the theory of
speech coding. G.729 and iLBc uses low delay for
compression of speech data as low as 10 milliseconds.
Because of its lower bandwidth around 8 kbps it mostly used
in Voice over IP (VoIP) applications for its low bandwidth
requirement.

III.

PROPOSED ALGORITHM

.The proposed algorithm consists of two modules. One is
Encoding module, in which input speech is processed and the
resultant compressed speech output. Other one is a standard
decoding method to map the encoded speech to synthesized
speech for real time voice communication. The proposed
algorithm is summarized in Fig. 1.
𝑝
Step 1: as we know with LPC 𝑒(𝑛) = 𝑥(𝑛) − ∑𝑘=1 𝛼𝑘 𝑥(𝑛 −
𝑘)
, When 𝛼𝑘 reduced e(n) reduced. The smaller the
error , we have better set of predictors
𝛼1 , 𝛼2 , 𝛼3 ,-----------------𝛼𝑝 are slowly varying according to
the syllable. These parameters are to be found with the help of
1
LPC .in z-transform X(z) =1−∑𝑝 𝛼 𝑍 −𝑘 𝐸(𝑧), we gets the
𝑘=1 𝑘

signal in frequency domain. So, ultimately we will get We
have p equations and p unknowns ( 𝛼1 , 𝛼2, 𝛼3 ,----------------𝛼𝑝 ) Every 20ms we have to find 𝛼𝑘′ 𝑠, which is not
computationally easy. So we will go for auto correlation
𝑆 (𝑚)
method. 𝑛
=S(m+n)w(m) ; where (m) is the window ;
𝑁+𝑝−1
0<=m<=N-1. So we have 𝐸𝑛 =∑𝑚=0 𝑆𝑛2 (𝑚). With this we
will get ∅𝑛 (𝑖, 𝑘)= 𝑅𝑛 (𝑖 − 𝑘), where R_n (k)= ∑_(m=0)^(N-1k)▒〖 S_n (m) 〗 S_n (m+k) ; R_n (k) is going to be even
function. With this for i—1,2,----p we will get a matrix

𝑅𝑛 (0)
𝑅𝑛 (1)
𝑅𝑛 (2)
……………
[ 𝑅𝑛 (𝑝 − 1)

𝑅𝑛 (1)
𝑅𝑛 (0)
𝑅𝑛 (1)
……………
𝑅𝑛 (𝑝 − 2)

𝑅𝑛 (2)
……………
𝑅𝑛 (1)
……………
𝑅𝑛 (0)
……………
…………… ……………
𝑅𝑛 (𝑝 − 3)
𝛼1 𝑅𝑛 (1)
𝛼2 𝑅𝑛 (2)
X 𝛼3 = 𝑅𝑛 (3)
.
.
[𝛼𝑝 ] [𝑅𝑛 (𝑝)]

𝑅𝑛 (𝑝 − 1)
𝑅𝑛 (𝑝 − 2)
𝑅𝑛 (𝑝 − 3)
……………
𝑅𝑛 (0) ]

interestingly , since the diagional eements are the some and its
a Toeplits matrix , its computationally easy for LPC for
computing its 𝛼𝑠
Step 2: The purpose of speech emotion recognition system
is to automatically classify speaker's utterances into five
emotional states such as disgust, boredom, sadness, neutral,
and happiness [4] . The basic assumption is that there is a set
of objectively measurable voice parameters that reflect the
affective state a person is currently experiencing [5]. At the
time LPC is going ahead with the analysis of probabilistic
features Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)-based emotional
voice analysis will be done in the same frame to find the
prosodic features. Simultaneously the features of the speech
signal are extracted by the MFCC block. The total number of
samples chosen in a frame is 256 and overlapping samples
with the adjacent frame will be 128. We acquire MFCC
cepstral coefficients at the output of MFCC block. In GMM,
K-mean algorithm is used to obtain a cluster number specific
to each observation vector and sets the centriod of the
observation vector. After clustering the model, it returns one
centroid for each of the cluster K and refers to the cluster
number closest to it. K-mean algorithm is described as the
squared distances between each observation vector and its
centroids. In the training section parameters of GMM model
are produced iteratively by expectation-maximization (EM)
algorithm. Euclidean distance is found out between
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observation vector and its cluster centriods to match the
spoken word with the present database[3]. The word which is

recognized is taken into another matrix

corresponding emotion is

𝑒1
𝑒2
𝑒3
.
𝑒𝑝

𝑤1
𝑤2
𝑤3 ,
.
𝑤𝑝

and its

Speech Signal

Feature
Feature
Extraction
Extraction

Discrete cosine Transform
Discrete cosine Transform

Coefficients global
normalization

Coefficients selection

MFCC feature extraction and
Fuzzy k-mean clustering

LPC analysis

Training sets
Testing sets

classification

ANN Training

ANN Testing

Choice of MFCC –fuzzy clustered feature or
LPC feature for encoding
Honey bee

The Encoding process
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Step 3: the matrices 𝛼 ,e and w will be taken into feed forward neural
network, A feed forward neural network algorithm includes the following
steps:
1.

especially when the decoding is highly computational and
frequent in communication.

Initialize weights and biases to small random numbers.

2.
Present a training data to neural network and calculate the output
by propagating the input forward.
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